OLIVER’S EAR HURTS
Oliver wakes up in the middle of the night in pain. He has been feeling fluish for several days already, but now his right ear is hurting as well. Oliver can no longer sleep because the pain keeps
him awake. He gets out of bed and tiptoes to his mother. His mother is sleeping. Oliver nudges
her and says: “Mother, my ear hurts”. Mother wakes and asks about his ear pain. She knows that
there is no need to go to the doctor’s office in the middle of the night, but she says that Oliver
should take a painkiller. Oliver takes the tablet and knows that he should drink a glass of water
with it. It does not take long until the ear pain eases up. Oliver manages to sleep the rest of the
night in peace.
In the morning, Oliver and his mother go to the doctor’s office. The doctor examines the ear and
states that there is an infection. “I must prescribe a 7-day course of antibiotics for this to cure
the infection,” the doctor says. On the way home, Oliver and his mother visit a pharmacy. In the
pharmacy, Oliver says that he has previously taken a course of antibiotics for an ear infection.
Back then, Oliver was still a little kid, and the antibiotics were in liquid form because he could not
yet swallow a tablet. Oliver thought that the medicine tasted so bad that he decided to practice
swallowing using blueberries.
And now, indeed, the doctor prescribed a tablet medicine for him. They also talk with the pharmacist about how the course of antibiotics is to be taken regularly. When Oliver takes a dose in
the morning at around eight o’clock before going to school, he is to take a dose again around
eight in the evening before going to bed. As Oliver is leaving, the pharmacist also reminds him to
complete the entire 7-day course according to the doctor’s instructions even if the ear pain goes
away in a couple of days. Otherwise, some of the bacteria causing the ear infection could stay
alive and start spreading again.
At home, mother gives Oliver the first antibiotic tablet, and Oliver’s ear starts getting better. Because his ear still hurts, mother gives him another painkiller.
Ding dong, ding dong goes the doorbell. Oliver runs to open the door. Well, if isn’t his friend
Emma there behind the door. Emma slips inside and shows a band-aid on her upper arm. “The
nurse gave me a vaccination there today. The needle hurt a little, but luckily it doesn’t hurt
anymore”, Emma sighs, relieved. “What vaccination did you get?” Oliver asks. Emma says that
she got a polio vaccination. She knows that polio is a serious disease that can cause paralysis.
Oliver shows his own medicines to Emma and says that he can go to school as soon as tomorrow
because he does not have a fever, and he is also feeling fine otherwise. Oliver also knows to say
that an ear infection is not contagious.
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